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O

ne of the most commonly used
agricultural phosphorus (P)
performance indicators is the nutrient
balance. They can be applied at a
variety of spatial and temporal scales
to evaluate the efficiency of a system
by quantifying the amount of a nutrient
removed from a system relative to
the amount applied. When
analyzed together with
data on soil fertility and
crop productivity,
results can be a
long-term indicator
of whether
a system is
being managed
sustainably
while minimizing
excess nutrient
losses.
Farm-scale P
nutrient balances can
be approached from
two different perspectives:
cropland P use or the whole
farm system. To understand cropland
P use efficiency (PUE), P inputs
include fertilizer or manure applied
to the crops, including all inorganic
and organic sources. To adequately
account for P inputs from manure or
non-conventional sources, a chemical
analysis should be completed. The P
outputs harvested include the nutrients
taken up by the crop and removed from
the field.
Phosphorus Use Efficiency (PUE)
=

(P outputs)
(P inputs)

Cropland PUE <1 indicates that the P
input is greater than the harvested crop

needs, contributing to increased soil
test P (STP) and potential for losses
to the environment. Cropland PUE
=1 indicates that inputs are equal to
the harvested crop output. This could
be considered sustainable for some
time if the STP is above the optimum
concentration; however, this is not
the case if STP is below the
critical concentration or
in a region with low
natural soil fertility.
Cropland PUE >1
indicates that
more nutrients
are removed
from the
harvested crop
than applied,
suggesting that
the harvested
crop is mining
soil P.
Partial nutrient
balances typically only
consider the transfer of
nutrients through products and do
not consider the fate of nutrients lost
to the environment through leaching,
erosion, or runoff. For example, if
PUE >1, but fertilizer is broadcasted
without incorporation before a rainfall,
surface losses may occur before the
opportunity to be utilized by the crop.
Quantifying PUE of a whole farm
system would include any P inputs that
come onto the farm including fertilizers,
but also inputs such as livestock feed
or new animals. In addition to P outputs
from harvest crops, any animals or
products such as milk or eggs, and
manure leaving the farm should be
included. This is often called a farm
gate nutrient balance. By comparing
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When combined with soil testing or water quality data,
“
nutrient balances can be a valuable tool for determining which
management strategies will be effective for meeting
production or nutrient loss reduction goals.

”

multiple data years, this approach, combined with
the cropland PUE, could be valuable for producers
who are grazing forages or crop residues and want
to understand how the nutrients are utilized between
cropping and livestock systems.
Nutrient balances could also be applied to political
or watershed boundaries as a tool for policy makers
and environmental managers in the development of
nutrient management strategies. Similar to the farm
gate balance, P inputs would include any product
entering the system boundary and could include
agricultural and urban inputs, as well as atmospheric
deposition. Outputs would include any P that is
removed from the system boundary, whether it is
a product, reusable by-product, or waste material.

Although P losses through landscape or stream
processes are not accounted for, the results provide
an initial assessment of potential contributions
to water quality impairments. If a system’s PUE
<1, it indicates that P is being stored within the
boundaries, which may result in loss contributions
to adjacent waterways. If a system’s PUE >1, but
water quality monitoring is not reflecting a decline
in P inputs, it could be that legacy P built-up in the
soils is being desorbed and transported with runoff.
This would represent an opportunity to focus on
4R Nutrient Stewardship practices around the right
timing and placement of P on fields while identifying
opportunities to implement conservation practices to
reduce runoff.
Nutrient balances to optimize
PUE without jeopardizing system
productivity can be applied at
multiple spatial scales to track
nutrient flows on the farm, or across
a watershed. When combined
with soil testing or water quality
data, nutrient balances can be a
valuable tool for determining which
management strategies will be
effective for meeting production or
nutrient loss reduction goals.
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